
The new capability covers both terrestrial and
satellite, ATSC and DBV-S/S2 signals making it a
must for all those in the field getting the story back to
base via RF links. Ideal for mobile OB, cable, satellite
and terrestrial operations.

The Enterprise is enclosed in a crafted solid
aluminium alloy case that houses the hi-res display
with an exquisite GUI, enabling the operational
features to be selected with clarity and ease. Another
world's first for Hamlet, this portable real-time
analyser offers an exceptional range of capability
covering analysis of HEVC, H.264, MPEG-2 over IP,
ASI, OTT streaming services and now with the RF
spectrum analyser the most unique of instruments.
The analysis is to IT 101.290 specifications, specifically
priority levels 1 and 2, plus transport stream data, it
benefits from user definable minimum and
maximum tolerance levels. The latest addition is OTT,
and now RF capability add yet two more firsts for
such an instrument. Another useful feature is the
record and playback facility ideal for those in the
field, OB, Van and truck engineers but the real winner
is facility is the new RF option.

A selection of mode displays offer, packet inspection,
Hex analysis, full PID tree, bit rate graphs, integrated
spectrum analyser, OTT criteria, services and tables,
audio decoding, 16 channel audio displays of HEVC,
H.264 and MPEG-2 over IP, ASI, OTT, RF DVB-S/S2,
including RTP and RTSP streaming services.

Users can choose from IP only operation or include
ASI and/or RF input operation, with playback and
OTT analysis if required – all in one compact,
convenient enclosure. Ideal for installation, studio
equipment rooms, OB, mobile, cable, Multi Service
Operators, broadcasters, satellite and terrestrial play
out service and operations.

The Hamlet offers this best of breed instrument for
viewing at this year's NAB on booth N6513. A
previous "Best of Show" IBC 2014 winner already
offering a outstanding return on investment, the
world's first portable real-time analyser of HEVC,
H.264 and MPEG-2 over IP, ASI, OTT now has RF
spectrum analysis all included.

At NAB we also launch the multi input capable, multi
format 1U half rack DigiTek Junior (DT900J)
alongside the double award winning "Best of Show
NAB 2014 Hamlet MicroFlex Mach2" setting as it
does new standards of functionality at price points
which cannot be beaten. It's compact size only
outweighed by its array of operational feature sets
and ease of operation including TSG and EYE pattern
display and measurement.

Hamlet is well known for offering the very best value
for money, support, service and advice. We ensure the
end user has the best solution for the job and with
these new instruments shown for the first time at this
year's NAB 2015 Hamlet continues to do so.
www.hamlet.co.uk

Hamlet Support RF
Spectrum And IP Analysis In
One-Does-It All Enclosure

Very satisfied with the launch of the world's first combined IP, ASI and OTT analyser of
streaming services, Hamlet now launch at NAB 2015 the addition of RF spectrum analysis.
This latest capability extends the level of value for money to unprecedented levels. 


